
Robert Smith 
Grocery Clerk/Grocery Product Coordinator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Currently I am trying to attain a position where I can utilize the skills and 
education I have gained through my studies and prior work experience. I 
would bring my hard work ethic and creative problem solving skills to any 
prospective employer.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Grocery Clerk/Grocery Product Coordinator
ABC Corporation -   January 2006 – February 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Design and set up advertising signs and displays of merchandise on 
shelves, counters, or tables to attract customers and promote sales.

 Receive, open, unpack and issue sales floor merchandise.
 Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with new or transferred 

merchandise.
 Answer customers questions about merchandise and advise customers 

on merchandise selection.
 Itemize and total customer merchandise selection at checkout counter, 

using cash register, and accept cash or charge card for purchases.
 Pack customer purchases in bags or cartons.
 Stamp, attach, or change price tags on merchandise, referring to price 

list.

Grocery Clerk
ABC Corporation -   2003 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 A grocery store clerk must be at least 16 and able to lift from 50 to 100 
pounds on a regular basis.

 Shift work is always a possibility at a grocery store, so be prepared for 
whatever shift you may be assigned.

 It could be the night shift, where you may have to unload products from 
trucks and prepare them for stocking.

 Another night shift could be a stocking position, where outdated 
products are removed from shelves, older ones are rotated to the front, 
and the new products are priced and shelved behind them.

 Working a cash register all day is another possibility.
 A grocery clerk must be able to put on the best face possible on all 

types of situations.
 A clerk must also be able to read and comprehend written orders or 

instructions and follow verbal instructions from supervisors..

Education

Business Management - 2004(Kaskaskia - Centralia, IL)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Sales, MS Office.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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